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Passage to India by E.M. Forster 

(I) Read the following quotation from the noveland answer the questions below by 

choosing the correct word or words: 

‘Which cave?’ 

He indicated the group vaguely 

‘You should have kept her in sight, it was your duty,’ 

Said Aziz severely. ‘Here are twelve caves at least. How am 

I to know which contains my guest? Which is the cave I was in myself?’ 

 

Questions: 

1- To whom is Aziz speaking here?  a. the policeman     b. the guide      c. Cyril Fielding 

2- Where is Aziz now?  a. The Civil Station    b. Marabar Caves   c. the hospital 

3- Who is Aziz’s guest in the place? a. Adela Quested    b. Professor Godbole   c. Ronny 

Heaslop 

4- Where does Aziz’s guest go? a. inside the place      b. outside the place         c. back to 

town 

5- How does Aziz feel about the loss of his guest? a. so happy    b. so relieved   c. so 

worried 

6- What happens to Aziz when he goes back to town?  a. goes back to work      b. is 

arrested by police    c. joins his family 

7- Who is Aziz’s best British friend? a. Cyril Fielding    b. Mr. McBride    c. Ronny Heaslop 

8- Who is the second woman with Aziz in the trip outside the town? 

a. Mrs. Burton                           b. Mrs. Moor                         c. Mrs. Moore’s daughter 

9- Who is the other Indian with Aziz in the trip outside the town?  

a. Hamidullah               b. Mahmoud Ali                     c. Professor Godbole 



10- What does the trip with the British ladies show in Aziz’s character?  

a. his generosity           b. his sentimentality      c. his personal weakness 

 

(II) Choose the best word or words to fill spaces in the following sentences:   

 

11- A Passage To India is written in ------------------- 

a.18th century                    b.19th century                            c.20th century 

12-  A Passage To India is set in ------------------------ 

a. Chandrapore               b. New Delhi                             c. Bombay 

13-The title of the novel is taken from ------------------- 

a. an English poem          b. an American poem             c. an Irish poem 

14-The first part of the novel  is set in ------------------------ 

a. a mosque                      b. a church                                c. temple 

15-Professor Godbole is ----------------------------- Indian 

a. a Muslim                       b. a Christian                            c. a Hindu 

16- There are similarities between the novelist E. M. Forester and the character of --------

---------- in the novel. 

a. Cyril Fielding                 b. Mr. Burton                           c. Major Callender 

17. The main concern of A Passage To India is --------------------- one. 

a. an economic                         b. political                               c. archeological 

18- E. M. Forster is …………………………… to British rule of India.    

               a.Indifferent                  b. sympathetic             c. unsympathetic 

                 19-Ronny Heaslop is the son of ………………… 

                 a.Mrs. Turton                b. Mrs. Callender          c. Mrs. Moor 

                  20- Aziz works in the central hospital of Chandrapore as -------------------- 

a. an administrator       b. a manager           c. a surgeon 

             

(III) Mark (T) before true statements and (F) before False ones: 

1- Plot in the novel is not based on much action. 

2- The structure of the town of Chandrapore  is based on contrast between the 

Indian and the British. 

3- E. M. Forster is born in India. 

4- E. M. Forster is known as one-novel writer because he has never written any 

other novel. 

5- India received its independence from Britain in 1949. 

6- Events of the novel take place in the 21th century. 

7- Dr. Aziz respects Mrs. Moore because she is knowledgeable about Islam. 



8- Aziz firmly believes that it is quite possible for an Indian to make friends with a 

Briton. 

9- The character of Aziz is based on a real Indian man who was a friend of Forster in 

India. 

10- Mr. Turton, the collector in Chandrapore, throws a party to please the two 

English women. 
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